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MARRINGE, FAMIL AND KINSHIP 
Full Marks 50 

e Alkotted 2 lHours 

GROUP-A /A11- 
102 20 Answer any wo of the following (within 700 words) 

Brefly wTite the extent of New Reproductive Technologies in India. 

HRCR ACU New Reproductive Technologies - JIE AMA AII5=T CA 

Discuss the changing palterns of family. 

What are the different factors allecting marriage migration in India? 

Discuss the North Indan syslem of kinship. 

GROUP-B/ fa911- 
5x4 20 Answer any four of the following (within 300 words) 

What is the impact of migration on the gender division within tamily? 

Briefly discuss the different lines of descent 

81fen 4TATgT (Descent)-98 13 ICT5|| SIS 

What are the elements of cultural kinship? 

aluate the changing rules of marruge in Indr 
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Write a short note on dowry related Violence. 

10. Briefly discuss the ccononIc lactors aflectimg marrage markel in Inda 

GROUP-C/ As11- 
2 5 10 Answer any five of the following (within 100 words) 

11 Define Primary kin. 

12 What is marriage migration 

13 Define territorial exog my. 

Give two examples of how culture influences gendered division of labour within 

family. 
14. 

15 Write a short note on voluntary migration and marriage. 

What is Cross-Cousin marriage? 
Cross-Cousin 41 4I(O 1 AIUAI ? 

16. 

17. Define Alliance Theory of Kinship. 

18. What is bio logical kinship? 

N.B.: Students have to complete submission of their Answer Scripts through E-mail / Whatsapp to 
their own respective colleges on the same day/ date of examination within I hour after end 
of exam. University/ College authorilies will not be held responsible for wrong submission 
(at in proper address). Students are strongly advised not to submit multiple copies of the 
same aniswer scripl. 
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